Apply for this job
Information Technology Web & Media
Position ID: 2016 – E– 203
Position Location: Washington Metro Area
Duration of Position: Full-Time
Need Date: Immediate

Intelligence Consulting Enterprise Solutions, INC. is looking for a ITWM specialist.
Description:
The successful candidate will develop content and maintain associated systems for agency
internal/external websites, including sites hosted on classifies networks. Will plan, design, and
perform content enhancements/updates to websites. Recommend best practices, develop
guidance and content standards, and ensure both are met and maintained. Design and build web
pages using a variety of graphic software applications, techniques, and tools. Design and
develops user interfaces, site animation, and special effects elements. Contribute to the design
groups’ efforts to enhance the appeal of the organization’s online offerings. Designs the website
to support the organization’s strategies and goals relative to external communications. Requires
knowledge of web-based technologies including browsers, ASP pages, HTML code, objectoriented technology, and graphics software. Ensure website content is current, accurate, and
reliable. Ensure websites are available to desired audience with appropriate links and security
designed into system and maintained. Provide advice on strategies to maximize available content
on distributed servers. Install, configure, operate, and advise on the acquisition of multimedia
equipment and supporting media products. Provide technical support for meetings, conferences,
teleconferences, video teleconferences, and multimedia projects supporting public relations
objectives and strategic objectives of the government office. Provide remote-access training via
video teleconferencing and video production. Plans, executes, directs, and edits multimedia
project productions in support of government customer task requirements and strategic
objectives.
Required Qualifications:


Bachelor’s degree in systems engineering or related science or engineering field



5+ years of Security System Engineering Integration of large, complex systems



5+ years of development or administration of security appliances, network equipment or
secure operating systems



Proven ability to utilize systems engineering techniques and principles to determine
technical security engineering requirements within complex systems



Experience in one or more security engineering areas, specifically associated with
identity management, authentication and authorization; secure communications, data
marking/labeling, access and releasability; secure storage, secure communications,
auditing and policy management and enforcement; network and security within cloudbased environments; cross domain/controlled interface solutions



Demonstrated experience in working highly visible, major government project engineering
and integration activities



Experience in strategic and technical planning
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Knowledge of DIA portfolio’s



Experience associated with IC agencies and the DoD



Excellent customer relationship and presentation skills



Clearance – active TS/SCI


Desired Qualifications


Advanced degree in a technical field



Experience developing and implementation planning of complex systems or enterprises



Professional certification, commensurate with experience and compliant with DOD 8570



Knowledge of agile engineering



Demonstrated operational experience with intelligence systems



Knowledge and experience with security engineering policies and procedures supporting
DCID 6/3 and ICD 503



Experience associated with security engineering and system development integration
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